Intrusion detection, commonly at the network level, called challenging task. Current common solutions, such as anti-virus network based intrusion detection (NIDS), was researched tools, rely heavily on prior explicit knowledge of specific substantially [2]. However, NIDS are limited in their detection instances of malcode binary code signatures. During the time capabilities (like any detection system). In order to detect between its appearance and an update being sent to anti-virus malcodes which slipped through the NIDS at the network level, tools, a new worm can infect many computers and cause detection operations are performed locally at the host level. significant damage. We present a new host-based intrusion Detection systems at the host level, called Host-based Intrusion detection approach, based on analyzing the behavior of the Detection (HIDS), are currently very limited in their ability to computer to detect the presence of unknown malicious code. The detect unknown malcode. new approach consists on classification algorithms that learn from previous known malcode samples which enable the Recent studies have proposed methods for detecting detection of an unknown malcode. We performed several unknown malcode using Machine Learning techniques. Given experiments to evaluate our approach, focusing on computer a training set of malicious and benign executables binary code, worms being activated on several computer configurations while a classifier is trained to identify and classify unknown running several programs in order to simulate background malicious executables as being malicious [3, 4, 5] . activity. We collected 323 features in order to measure the computer behavior. Four classification algorithms were applied
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In this study, we focus on detecting the presence of a worm on several feature subsets. The average detection accuracy that based on the computer's (host) behavior. Our suggested we achieved was above 90% and for specific unknown worms approach can be classified under HIDS. The main contribution even above 99%.
of our approach is that the knowledge is acquired automatically using inductive learning, given a dataset of known worms Keywords-component (3) classification task and may even hamper it. Ideally, we would d like to minimize the self-consumption of computer resources SI(S, A) =-E _ i l02 S1072 required for the monitoring operations (measurements) and the 7 S S (4) classifier computations. This can be achieved through reduction of the classified features using the feature selection
We selected the top 5, 10, 20 and 30 ranked features from technique. Since this is not the focus of this paper, we will the GainRatio measure. We describe the top 5 ranked features describe the feature selection preprocessing very briefly. In later. Eventually we had four feature subsets and thefull set of order to compare the performance of the various classification features, which we took as the original baseline for comparison algorithms, we used the filters approach, which is applied on purposes, summed in five forms of sets of datasets. Thus, each the dataset and is independent of any classification algorithm, one of the eight datasets described earlier was presented in five in which a measure is calculated to quantify the correlation of subsets of optional features. each feature with the class (the presence or absence of worm activity). Each feature is ranked which represents its expected C. Classification Algorithms contribution in the classification task.
One of the goals of this study was to pinpoint the We used three feature-selection measures, which resulted in classification algorithm which provides the highest level of a list of ranks for each feature-selection measure and an detection accuracy. We employed four commonly used ensemble incorporating all three of them. We used Chi-Square Machine Learning algorithms: Decision Trees, Naive Bayes, (CS), Gain Ratio (GR), ReliefF implemented in the Weka Bayesian Networks and Artificial Neural Networks, in a environment [22] and their ensemble, based on a simple supervised learning approach, in which the classification average of the three ranks. In a recent publication we have algorithm learns from a provided training set, containing shown that the best performance was achieved when GainRatio labeled examples.
was used, thus here we focus in details on the results achieved While the focus of this paper is not on classification using GainRatio and further experiments using these settings.
Whm tecus on thi r i cation While the feature selection is not the focus of this study, but algorithm techniques, but on their application in the task of rather its application, we briefly describe the GainRatio detecting worm activity, we briefly describe the classification measure. algorithms we used in this study. Gain Ratio (GR), originally presented by Quinlan in the 1) Decision Trees context of decision trees [23] , which was designed to overcome Decision tree learners [23] are a well-established family of a bias in the Information Gain (IG) measure [24] , and which learning algorithms. Classifiers are represented as trees whose measures the expected reduction of entropy caused by internal nodes are tests on individual features, and leaves are partitioning the examples according to a chosen feature. Given classification decisions. Typically, a greedy heuristic search entropy E(S) as a measure of the impurity in a collection of method is used to find a small decision tree that correctly items, it is possible to quantify the effectiveness of a feature at classifies the training data. The decision tree is induced from classifying the training data. Equation 2 presents the formula of the dataset by splitting the variables based on the expected the entropy of a set of items S, based on C subsets of S (for information gain. Modern implementations include pruning, example, classes of the items), presented by Sc. Information which avoids over-fitting. In this study we evaluated J48, the Gain measures the expected reduction of entropy caused by Weka version of the commonly used C4.5 algorithm [23] . An portioning the examples according to attribute A, in which V is important characteristic of Decision Trees is the explicit form the set of possible values of A, as shown in equation 1. These of their knowledge which can be easily represented as a set of equations refer to discrete values; however, it is possible to rules. extend it to continuous values attribute.
2) Naive Bayes s The NaYve Bayes classifier is based on the Bayes theorem,
IG(S, A) = E(S) -E E(S-)
which in the context of classification states that the posterior veV(A)|S|() probability of a class is proportional to its prior probability as (1)~~w ell as to the conditional likelihood of the features, given this class. If no independent assumptions are made, a Bayesian algorithm must estimate conditional probabilities for an of a variety of computers. We defined four hypotheses exponential number of feature combinations. "Naive Bayes" accordingly: simplifies this process by making the assumption that features are conditionally independent given the class, and requires that Hypothesis I: Detection of known malicious code, based on only a linear number of parameters be estimated. The prior a computer's measurements, using machine learning techniques probability of each class and the probability of each feature, canreach an accuracy level above 90. given each class, is easily estimated from the training data and Hypothesis II: The computer configuration and the used to determine the posterior probability of each class, given computer background activity, from which the training sets a set of features. Naive Bayes has been shown empirically to were taken, have no significant influence on the detection produce good classification accuracy across a variety of accuracy. problem domains [25] . In this study, we evaluated Naive Bayes, the standard version that comes with Weka.
Hypothesis III: Reducing the amount of features below 30
Bayes, the standard version that comes with Weka.
features will enable maintenance of the accuracy provided by 3) Bayesian Networks the full set of attributes or above. Bayesian networks are a form of the probabilistic graphical model [26] . Specifically, a Bayesian network is a directed Hypothesis IV: Detectng unknown wormsispossibleatan acyclic graph of nodes with variables and arcs representing accuracy level above 800 dependence among the variables. Like Naive Bayes, Bayesian
In addition to these hypotheses, we wanted to identify the networks are based on the Bayes Theorem; however, unlike best classification algorithms and the best combination of top Naive Bayes they do not assume that the variables are ranked features and classification algorithm. We start with the independent. Actually Bayesian Networks are known for their definition of the evaluation measures and continue with the ability to represent conditional probabilities which are the experiments we designed for this study. relations between variables. A Bayesian network can thus be considered a mechanism for automatically constructing A. To test hypothesis III, in which we wanted to determine the B. Experiment II optimal number of features required to achieve the highest In hypothesis II we wanted to estimate the performance accuracy, we used the results of e21 and e22, calculating the variability of the suggested approach given several training sets mean and variance of the top selection options, Top 5, 10, 20, sampled from a variety of computers, represented by the eight 30 or full, and the classification algorithms. datasets. Thus, we tested whether the accuracy obtained by Table III shows the results from e21. Each cell in the table training a classifier on a training set sampled from a given presents the mean accuracy of 64 evaluation runs, in which a computer will vary significantly when evaluated on a variety of classifier was trained on a training set and tested on the other test sets, for which we designed two experiments:
seven test sets. 
